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times", mentioned by Jesus in Luke 21:24, began;thus the back of the book (p. 140-206) where we also find an
Adventists in the nineteenthcentury. They lasted 2,520yearsalphabetic glossary (p. 207-300) containing all words that
according to J.A. Brown's calculations (in 1823) andendedoccur in the sentences.With this wealth of material the Hitin 1914AD. When positing the Jewishreturn from exile
tite Exercise Book will certainly be a helpful tool to any
in 537 BC and when taking seriouslyJeremiah'sprophecythatthe teacherwho easily wants to find examples of certain gramexile was to last seventyyears (Jer. 29: 10), one arrives at
matical elements of Hittite. The question is, however,
607BC. The authoradducesmany ancientsourcesto show that607 whetherthis book is a book with which students will be able
is impossible. Important is the cuneiform evidence whichis
to learn Hittite. I am afraid that this is not the case: to my
studied in much detail in the chapterson the length of reigns
taste the book is too un-linguistic.
of the Neo-Baby1onian kings (Chapter 3) and the absolute
Hittite is known from texts that date from about 1600-1180
chronology of the Neo-Babylonianera (Chapter4) (p. 89-190).The BC. Within these four centuries Hittite, like any living lantwo oldest astronomicaldiaries give a [Inn basis for the
guage, underwent (sometimes drastic) linguistic changes: it
absolutechronology(p. 84 f., 157-168); texts on lunar eclipsesare is clear that the language from the oldest texts is quite difstudied (LBAT 1417, 1419-1421). Historical texts likechronicles,
ferent from the language attested in the youngest texts.
king lists and royal inscriptions (Nabonidus) arescrutinized;
Within Hittitology, it is therefore common to distinguish
and the many dated Neo-Babylonian documents.Contemporaneous
between an Old-Hittite (OH) and a Neo-Hittite (NH) lanEgyptian chronology is adduced (p. 139-!47). guage stage?)Nevertheless,Zeilfelder has chosento largely
The appendix on this chaptercommentson scribal errors
ignore these different stagesin her book, claiming that "the
iij Babylonian texts. Here, collations made by C.B.F. Walker~e restriction to "old" and "young" forms of speech[...] is still
presentedand the overlaps of the reigns areinvestigated(p.321-329,
disputed" and that "a synchronousapproachseemsmore tencf. 129-136). The author correspondedwith a numable and reasonable" (p. 6). Just as one cannot treat the lan~r of Assyrio1ogistsand gives their opinions (H. Hunger, A.J.Sachs,
guage of Shakespeareand modern-day English as one and
C.B.F. Walker, D.J. Wiseman).
the samelinguistic stageof which a "synchronous" grammar
could be written, any student who wants to learn Hittite
should be clearly explained the differences betweenthe OH
HETTITOLOGIE
and the NH linguistic stages.
The Hittite syllabary contains several signs that are
ambiguous regarding their vowel: they can be read with
ZEll..FELDER, S. -Hittite Exercise Book. English Version
either e or i: e.g. the sign BI can be readpI as well as pe; the
by Esther-Miriam Wagner. (Dresdner Beitrage zur
sign IR can be read ir as well as er; etc. In the beginning of
Hethitologie 17). Verlag Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden,
Hittitology this has led to the idea that the vowels *e and *i
2005. (24 cm, VIII, 309). ISBN 3-447-05206-6. ISSN
are merging throughout the Hittite period. Melchert (1984:
1619-0874. ~ 29,-.
78-156) has meticulously shown that this is not the case,
, This book i~.the English translation of the original German
however, and that e and i are distinct phonemes at all stages
Hethitisches Ubungsbuch (= Dresdner Beitriige zur Hethiof Hittite. This means that in most casesin which a sign is
tologie 9). It is intended as "a practical exercise book [...]
used that is ambiguous regarding its vowel, there are linfor Hittite classes", treating "those parts of grammar whichhave guistic argumentsto transliterateeither e or i. Zeilfelder states
proven to be the most problematic for the translation oftexts" that because"an actual sound change e > i cannot be ruled
(p. V).,
out [...] the "neutral" reading with i- has been chosen
The book contains about 30 chapters that each treat certhroughoutthis exercisebook". Apart from the fact that there
,t~in aspects of Hittite grammar, like 'u-stems', 'Present,active',
is no such thing as a "neutral" reading of a sign3),this leadsto
'Personalpronouns' or 'Relative clauses'. Eachchapunnecessarycomplicated situations. For instance, on p. 66the
ter consists of a small introduction to the subject (often nomore
3pl.pret.act.-ending-er is illustrated by the forms sa-althan a schematic overview of endings), and several
la-nu-us-kir, pa-a-ir, da-i-ir, ku-en-nir, e-se-ir, ti-i-e-ir and
sample sentencesthat function as an illustration to the spe-cific e-ku-ir, which on the basis of linguistic knowledge shouldhave
matter. The sentencesare taken from many different Hit-tite
been transliterated sa-al-la-nu-us-ker, pa-a-er, da-i-er,
texts, and of each sentencea reference to its attestationplaceku-en-ner, e-se-er, ti-i-e-er and e-ku-er. Similarly on p. 76,
is given. In total, the book contains 924 sample sen-tences
where the 2pl.imp.act.-ending-tten is illustrated by the forms
and translations!) of eachone of them can be found at"'.."
e-ip-tin, u-wa-te-it-tin, e-es-tinand pa-ah-ha-as-tin, which in
fact should be transliterated e-ep-ten,u-wa-te-et-ten,e-es-ten
and pa-ah-ha-as-ten.
..*;...1)
Although I have not checked every translation, it seemsto me that
All sample sentencesare given in transliteration, but the
often Zeilfelder just copied the translations as given in the edition of the
first 90 sentences(p. 9-22) are accompanied by a sort ofbound
text from which the sentencestems.This does not always give a good result.Sometimes
transcription.The statusof this transcriptionis unclear,howeve
the translation is too unprec~se.For instance,sentence1 (p. 9),
GI~lu-ut-ta-a-uskam-ma-ra-as IS-BAT E-ir tuh-hu-is IS-BAT is translated
and Zeilfelder does not account for it. She seems
"The windows were filled with .stench,the house was filled with smoke"(p.
140), which may have worked [me in a more literary rendering of the
full text, but does not serve the purpose of teaching studentsHittite. A bet2) For the problematic status of a Middle Hittite (MH) language stage,cf.
ter, literal translation might be 'Fog (stench) seized the windows, smoke
Melchert fthc.
seized the house'. In other casesthe translation is not ~to-date. Sentence36
3) Just as one cannot state that the sign RI/f AL, which can be read rias
(p. 14) tup-pu-us sa-kan-da su-un-na-as nu DUMU
-SU an-da-an ziwell as tal, has a "neutral" reading -one must always explicitly choose
ki-e-it is translated "She filled containers with faeces and put her sonsinside" for either transliterating ri or transliterating tal, a choice that is based onlinguistic
(p. 142), which does not take into account Hoffner 1994 whoshowed
knowledge -, the readingsp{ and pe of e.g. the sign BI are both
that we should rather translate 'She filled (= smeared)the baskets
equally possible and therefore equally neutral: one must choose one of
with grease and placed her sons inside'.
them on the basis of linguistic knowledge.
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to have tried to give a semi-phonetic rendering of the sentences, which is apparent from the fact that she represents
geminatespelled stops with voicelessstopsand single spelled
p.54:
stops with voiced stops (e.g. ut-tar becomes "utar" and watar-na-ah-hu-un "wadarnahhun"), sometimeswrites clusters
p.54:
~here graphic vowels are written (par-aI-ta becomes
~"parsta") and 'translates' sumero- and akkadogramsinto Hit-tite
(e.g. INIMMESbecomes "utar"). The result is inconsis-~t'ent'
and does not meet up to academic standards. For
~q~~tance,
sentence5, nu ne-ku-uz me-e-hu-u-ni hu-u-da-a-ak:Q~M
pa-it-tin is transcribed "nu neguz mehfini hfidak kata:p~itin",
which is neither a scholarly bound transcription
:(~hich would have been nu nekuz me-hilni hildak GAM
p.60
r(k~tta) paitten) nor a real phonological interpretation (which;!cpuld
have been e.g. Inu negWtS
mehoni Hodak kala paiten/).,~I~~Apart
from these three unfortunatechoices, the book contains severalinadequateor plainly incorrectpieces of informa?on. I have thereforemade a list of additions and corrections.
For the "history and cultural history of the Hittites"[~"i:"
Zeilfelder refers to Goetze 1957,wherease.g. Bryce
f!(~'"
1998 and Bryce 2004 are more up-to-date.~c:"""
It is unfortunate to use ispand- / sipand- 'to libate'
;:~ ":TC < *spend- as an example of an initial consonant
~~:!"'{ cluster that has been broken up by a graphical vowel~i:'"
because
.. this is exactly the only case whose inter-ri""i"
~
pretation ISunc1ear.
p:2:
Zeilfelder calls 'Sturtevant's spelling rule' (which
;,
observes
thata an
intervocalic
etymological
tenuis is
spelled with
geminate
stopwhereas
an intervocalic
etymological media is spelled with a single stop in
Hittite) "optional". This is incorrect: althoughit does
occasionally occur that due to simplified spelling an
etymological tenuis is not spelled with a geminate,
"
Sturtevant's rule is in principle always valid.
p..2:
The word essar does not mean 'blood' and there-:Y
",
fore cannotbe used as an argumentin favour of loss
,,!¥.lfi,
h .-v esha~ ' bl00.d'~c,'~
0f --In
..'
p.68:
p.::;5. The explanatIon of IBoT as "Istanbul Bogazkol~'<'i,;\
textlerindl" and ABoT as "Ankara Bogazkoi textp.68:
'i;c:;:,!1t!i',lerindl" is incorrect: IBoT is the abbreviation of
"istanbul Arkeoloji Mtizesinde Bulunan Bogazkoy
Tabletleri"; ABoT stands for "Ankara Arkeoloji
Mtizesinde Bulunan Bogazkoy Tabletleri".
p.7:
It is stated that "a-stems [are] always commune".
This is incorrect, cf. e.g. peda- (n.) 'place', etc."p.9:
II-BAT: read I$-BAT.
p.9:
nekuzis not nom.sg.c., but an archaic gen.sg.
p. l8ff.: Texts from Ma§at HoyUk are cited with their excavation number (in this caseM§t. 75/17) and not with
their publication siglum (in this case HKM 38),
which is nowadays standard.
p. 31: On diphthongal stems see especially Weitenberg

p.76:

p.78:

p.83:

1978.
p.47:

p.47:
p.48:

The endings -hi, -ti, teni and -rani are in fact -hhi,
-tti, -tteni and -ttani. For the original 2pl.pres.act.ending of the hi-conjugation -steni, -stani, see
Kloekhorst fthc.
Note 31 is incorrect: the form parsiya is
3sg.pres.~,
showing the ending -a.
I do not understand why sentence261 is used as an
example: it contains the form u-wa-a-mi, which is
fully aberrant within the paradigm of uwa- 'to

p.85:
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come': this spelling occurs only once, whereasthe
normal spelling u-wa-mi occurs dozens of times.
The endings -ha, -hari, -la, -tali and -tari are in fact
-hha, -hhari, -tta, -ttati and -ttari.
The distinction made betweena mi- and a hi-conjugation within the endings of the medium is incorrect: although the middle paradigm indeed has disposition over two sets of 3sg.-endings,namely -a /
-ari vs. -tta / -ttari, the choice of a certain verb to
use one of thesesetshas nothing to do with whether
this verb uses the mi- or the hi-conjugation in its
active inflection.
The representation of the endings of the preterite
active is far from perfect. (1) -hun, -fa and -ten are
in fact -hhun, -tta and -tten. (2) It should be made
clear that the 3sg.pret.act.-endingsof the mi-conjugation "-t, -ta" are in complementarydistribution,
namely °V-t vs. °C-ta. (3) The 2sg.pret.act.-endings
of both the mi- and the hi-conjugation as well as the
3sg.pret.act.-ending of the hi-conjugation need a
diachronic presentation.The 3sg.pret.act.-endingof
the hi-conjugation is -s in the oldest texts. Due to
phonotactic reasons it is being replaced by its mivariant -fa from the OH period onwards. Occasionally a conflation of -s and -fa yielded -sta. The
2sg.pret.act.-endingof the mi-conjugationis -s in the
oldest texts. Again, due to phonotactic reasons,this
ending is being replaced by its hi-variant -tta from
the OH period onwards. The occasional NH
2sg.pret.act.-formsthat have an ending -t are due to
a very late merger of 2sg.- and 3sg.-forms. The
2sg.pret.act.-ending of the hi-conjugation is -tta
throughout the Hittite period. Only in a very few
cases in late texts the endings -s and -sta are used
in this function due to a merger between 2sg.- and
3sg.-forms. (4) The original hi-ending of
2pl.pret.act. is -sten,for which see Kloekhorst fthc.
The endings -h( a)hat, hati, -tat, -la, -tali and -tat are
in fact -hhat, -hhati, -hhahat, -frat, -tta and -ttati.
Same remark as for p. 54: there is no "mi- and hiconjugation" difference in the medium paradigm.
The form e-hu 'come!' is falsely given as an example of a 3sg.imp.act.-formof the hi-conjugationin -u.
The form in fact is 2sg.imp.act. and reflects *h]eih20U,Ii tt. ,go hither..
!'
The endings -haharu, -hut and -taru are in fact -hhaharu, -hhut and -flaTU.The ending -hharu should be
added in the overview (cf. the examples u-wa-ahha-ru and za-ah-hi-ya-ah-ha-ru given on the same
page). Cf. the comments on p. 54 and p. 68 about
the mi-: hi-distinction.
The representationof the ablauting verbs is far too
simplistic. I would at leasthave expectedZeilfelder
to explain that mi-verbs originally show an ablaut
e/a (e.g. epzi / appanzi), whereas (some) hi-verbs
show an ablaut ate (e.g. asasi / asesanzi,so exactly
opposite). Moreover, there is no mention of the fact
that in OH texts the strong stem of hi-verbs is consistently spelled with plene -a- (sakki, arhi, etc.).
The representationof verbs like dai- / ti- 'to put' and
pai- / pi- 'to give' as having an ablaut "a:e:i" is
fully incorrect. The original ablaut was -ai-: -i-, of
which the diphthong -ai- monophthongizesto -e- in
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front of -h- (note that the spelling pihhi is incorrect
in view of spellings}ik~ pe-e-eh-hi that clearly show
that spellings like PI/PE-llI/ER-hi, which Zeilfelder
apparentlyreads as pt-ih-hi, should be read pe-eh-hi
= pehhi). It should be noted that -il- is not original
in theseverbs: it spreadfrom MH times onwards out
of 3sg.pres.act.-formslike diii and pili where it is the
result
of the contraction of *dai-i and *pai-i.
:~:89
The 'durative'-suffix -annili- should be cited as
-anna- / -anni-. The 'fientive'-suffix "-es-" in fact
is
-ess-.
"
The suffIX "-sk-" in fact is thematic: -ske/a-. The
p.91
examples me-mi-es-ki-iz-zi,ti-it-hi-is-ki-it-ta, za-ahhi-is-ki-iz-zi, pt-es-kir, me-mi-is-ki-te-en,ptd-da-iski-it-tin, tar-ah-hi-is-ki-nu-un, par-si-ya-an-ni-is-kiit, sa-ku-is-ki-iz-zi and se-es-ki-it therefore should
rather be cited as me-mi-es-ke-ez-zi,ti-it-hi-is-ke-etta, za-ah-hi-is-ke-ez-zi,pe-es-ker,me-mi-is-ke-te-en,
ptd-da-is-ke-et-ten, tar-ah-hi-is-ke-nu-un,par-si- ya".'"i,p.lOl an-ni-is-ke-et, sa-ku-is-ke-ez-ziand se-es-ke-et.
The enclitics =ta and =tu in fact are =tta en =ttu.
cC"
The enclitic =nas is usually spelled =nnas.
~"'"
p.l05 The enclitic =si in fact is =ssi. In OR texts we also
fmd =sse.
p.105 The following diachronic remarks should be added:
the OR nom.pl.c. =e is replaced by =at in NR
times. The form of nom.-acc.pl.n. in OR texts is =e
as well, which is also being replaced by =at in NH
times. In NH times, the acc.pl.c. can, besides with
=us, also be expressedwith =as.
~".~p:
108 The nom.-acc.n.sg.-form "kil" does not exist: the
,..,,~,,!c
form is ki-i (ki). The OR form of nom.-acc.pl.n. is
ke-e (ke), which is being replaced by ki-i (kf) in NH
times. Although dat.-Ioc.sg. kuedaniki occasionally
does occur, the normal spelling is kuedanikki.
p.117 Zeilfelder states that "the fusion of -asIa with nu
shows a-vocalism which probably happensin analogy to the OldRitt. sentence introductory particle
ta". This is nonsensical: the form n=asta is completely regular according to the rule that in particle
chains the vowel -a- is dominant over a preceding
-u-, but is lost when -e- or -i- precedes (therefore
n=as, n=an, n=asta but nu=sse=sta).
The particle =pat does not "only occur at the end
p.ll?
of a nominal phrase". It can be attached to every
word (including verb forms) that need emphasis.
C"C

~ All in all, the Hittite Exercise Book will serve as a very
convenient tool for every teacher of Hittite, in which sample
sentencesfor different aspectsof Hittite grammar can easily
be found, but personally I would not recommend this book
to my students: it is too unscholarly and confusing and contains too many mistakes.
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OUDE TESTAMENT

TSUMURA, D. -Creation and Destruction. A Reappraisal
of the ChaoskampfTheory in the Old Testament.Eisenbrauns, Winona Lake, 2005. (23,5 cm, XVIII, 214).
ISBN 1-57506-106-6.$ 32,50.
This is a revised edition of The Earth and the Waters. A
Linguistic Investigation. Sheffield Academic Press,Sheffield,
1989 (JSOTSuppl. 83), which was review in BiOr 52 (1995),
107-109. Whereas Tsumura restricted his evaluation of
Gunkel's Chaoskampftheory in his 1989 monographto a discussion of the interpretation of Genesis 1-2 againstthe background of ancient Near Easternmythology, he has now followed the suggestionof one of the reviewers, J.C.L. Gibson,
to add a discussionof the function of waters and flood in biblical poetry. In this secondpart, which takes a good quarter
of the total length, he investigates the alleged influence of
especially Ugaritic conceptions on Psalms 18, 29, 46 and
Habakkuk 3.
In the fIrst part of the book Tsumura has -compared to
the edition of 1989 -rephrased some statements, slightly
reorderedthe chapters(making it more easyto follow his reasoning by offering more translations of the ancient texts and
recapitulations of his arguments) and added references to
recent secondary literature. In some caseshe also takes up
the discussion, for instance on p. 86, n. 5 about the in his
view wrong translation of Hebrew' ed with' dew'. In other
caseshe merely mentions some of the many studies that have
been published in this field since 1990. Some of these certainly deservedmore attention. Tsumura refers to the article
on Tiamat by B. Alster in the Dictionary of Deities and
Demons (citing from the fIrst edition of 1995 and not from
the extensively revised edition of 1999). He reckons Alster
to his supportersby quoting his statementthat "the parallels
are not sufficiently specific to warrant the conclusion that
Enuma Elish was the source of the biblical account" (p. 53).
However, Tsumura fails to note that -opposed to his own
theories -Alster
sees many parallels between the
Mesopotamian and Biblical accounts of creation and also
remarks that Hebrew tehomis translated'the deep' and is etymologically related to Akkadian tiamat (DDD, 2nded., p.
867). One would have expected at least some kind of criticism by Tsumura on this opinion ventured in a recentauthoritative handbook.
The most important thing Tsumura added in the first part
of his monographis a short and compared to the rest of the
book rather superficial discussionof the exegetical problems
of ruach elohim in Genesis1:2 (pp. 74-76). His conclusions,
primarily on etymological and linguistic grounds, remain the

